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Wine Name: Saint Josef Auslese
Appellation: Rheinhessen
Vintage: 2010
Bottle size: 750ml
Alcohol: 11% by VOL.
Case size: 12 bottles
Characteristics:
Intense bouquet of tropical fruit, white
flowers and honeyed almonds. Balanced
acidity on a full, round luscious palate of
fruit.
Food pairings:
Bacon-wrapped appetizers, salt-cured or
smoked meats, bleu or roquefort cheeses.

Description:
If you’ve been searching for that special pot of gold to add to your wine collection – you’ve found it in Saint
Josef Auslese. As a picture of winemaking perfection, this Auslese’s bright blonde hues will open up your
tastebuds to a rare experience. Exotic tropical fruit, ripe melon and honey aromas complement the sweet,
concentrated palate. It’s a luscious treat and exceptional value!
The Rheinhessen region of Germany has varied soils and favorable climate offering a wide range of growing
conditions for many grape varietals. In fact, many of Germany's aromatic, early-ripening grapes were bred in
the Rheinhessen area. The region boasts the world's largest acreage planted with the ancient varietal, Silvaner
and your Auslese treasure trove is a blend of Silvaner and the distinguished Riesling grape.
Often described as producing fragrant, medium-bodied wines with mild acidity, the Rheinhessen is known to
make distinctive wines of great quality. That is exactly what Auslese (pronounced: Owss-leh-zeh) means.
German wine laws categorize the ripeness measured in the natural grape sugar upon harvest. The higher the
ripeness (more extacted sugar) the higher in the pyramid it is classified. Auslese literally translates as “picked
out” which means the grapes used to make this wine are of a slightly higher ripeness level than a Spatlese but
have been hand-selected form specific bunches.
Though not as sweet as an Eiswein or Beerenauslese, this little Auslese has some kick and is a terrific
afternoon sipper with creamy cheeses or other appetizers, or even as a nice dessert selection.
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